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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

Proud supporters of the

Reelout Queer Film Festival 

WEDNESDAY 25 JANUARY  PAGES 
7pm  BEING 17 The Screening Room 11

THURSDAY 26 JANUARY 
7pm RBC Opening Gala Screening/Party: CLAMBAKE Rennaisance 12

FRIDAY 27 JANUARY 
7pm HEARTLAND The Screening Room 15
9:15pm BROMANCE The Screening Room 17

SATURDAY 28 JANUARY 
2pm I STAND CORRECTED  The Screening Room 18

SINISTER SATURDAY NIGHT 28 JANUARY
4pm  WOMEN WHO KILL  The Screening Room 19
7pm KING COBRA The Screening Room 20
9pm THEY CAME FROM THE CLOSET: Queer Horror Shorts The Screening Room 22-23
9pm SOUL SHAKEDOWN PARTY The Grad Club 23 

SUNDAY 29 JANUARY
12pm TAKE ME FOR A RIDE The Screening Room 24
2pm TWO SOFT THINGS, TWO HARD THINGS The Screening Room 25
4pm SUICIDE KALE The Screening Room 26

TUESDAY 31 JANUARY
7pm SLASH SLC Davies Hall 27

WEDNESDAY 1 FEBRUARY 
7pm  UPSTAIRS INFERNO The Screening Room 29
9pm A LITTLE LUST The Screening Room 30

THIRSTY THURSDAY 2 FEBRUARY
7pm  DADDY’S BOY The Screening Room 31
9pm PARIS 05:59: THEO & HUGO The Screening Room 32

FRIDAY 3 FEBRUARY
7pm  GIRL GETS GIRL The Screening Room 33
9pm THE CULT The Screening Room 34

SATURDAY 4 FEBRUARY
12pm CHECK IT The Screening Room 35 
2pm ARIANNA The Screening Room 36
7pm CENTER OF MY WORLD The Screening Room 37

SUNDAY 5 FEBRUARY
12pm THE REVIVAL: WOMEN AND THE WORD The Screening Room 38 
2pm PLAY THE DEVIL The Screening Room 39
4pm CLOSING GALA: FAIR HAVEN The Screening Room 40
6:30pm CLOSING GALA PARTY Tir Nan Og 40

COMEDIES/ROMANCES
DOCUMENTARIES

PARTIESDRAMAS
SHORTS
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PRESENTING SPONSOR FESTIVAL FRIENDS

FUNDING PARTNERS

an Ontario government agency
un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario

COMMUNITY SPONSORS
Community Sponsors: Centre Cultural Frontenac, Kingston Rainbow 
Refugee Project, Trans Family Kingston, Patchwork Gardens, Soul 
Shakedown, Get REAL Queen’s, Four Directions Aboriginal Centre, 
SayitOutLoud Belleville, FUSE, SPARKS, MIND, EQuIP, Modern Fuel 
Artist Run Centre, OPIRG Kingston, Beers for Queers, EngiQueers 
Queen’s University, Kingston Poetry Collective, Kingston Canadian 
Film Festival

SPONSORS

FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS
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TICKETS & VENUES CREDITS

Matt Salton
executive director 

Aksel Richard
festival manager

Olivia Dumas
volunteer coordinator

Judy Kim and Josh Malm
technical directors

Henna Datt and Xiao Hu
festival production 
assistants

Vincent Perez
festival graphic designer

GoSabe
web designer

programming committee
Aksel Richard, Fitch Elron, Taylor Leeder, 
Yolanda Yunhui Chu, Curtis Stillman, Patrick 
Brant, Ben Oliver, Matt Salton

board of directors
Aara Macauley (Chair)
Terrie Easter Sheen (Secretary)
Sylvia Grills (Treasurer)
Gary Cork
Nancy Butler
Brea Hutchinson
Reena Kukreja
Carson Contreras Galaviz
Pierre-Luc Landry

donors
FRIEND OF THE FESTIVAL ($100-$250)
Dr. John Freeman
Pierre-Luc Landry
Aara Macauley and Steve Sottile
Terrie Easter Sheen

FESTIVAL BUDDY 
($25-$99)
Sylvia and Matthew Grills
Nathan Grills
Shirley King 

THEATRICAL & PARTY VENUES
The Screening Room 120 Princess St
Renaissance Event Venue 285 Queen St. 
St. Lawrence College, Davies Hall 100 Portsmouth Ave. 

FESTIVAL PARTIES
RBC/REELOUT OPENING GALA Thursday 26 January 7pm-11pm Renaissance Event Venue | $15
Includes the opening gala film CLAMBAKE followed by appetizers and live music by Chris Chord.

SOUL SHAKEDOWN SATURDAY 28 January 9pm-2am 19+ The Grad Club
Shake your booties to the eclectic infusion of everything from world music, disco, funk, 
dancehall, Ska, Hip-Hop and more.  These popular monthly dances are a hit with town and 
gown alike and feature an assortment of Kingston’s finest DJs. 

REELOUT CLOSING GALA Sunday 5 February 6:30pm 19+ Tir Nan Og Irish Pub | Free Admission
Join us after the film FAIR HAVEN for appetizers and drinks at the Tir Nan Og and celebrate 
the end to our 12-day adventure.

TICKETS & PASSES
Advance Tickets and passes can be purchased in person at the Reelout Lending Library (82 Syden-
ham St Mon-Fri Noon-5pm). Only a limited number of advance tickets will be sold in advance to 
ensure that audiences can purchase tickets at the theatre during the festival. ONLINE advance 
tickets and Festival Passes can be purchased up to 8 hours prior to showtime while supplies last 
at www.ticketscene.ca. Rush Line tickets will go on sale 15 mins prior to screening time (first 
come first serve).  We strongly advise arriving 30 mins early to wait in the Rush Line.

Reelout Festival Pass includes 23 programs but not the RBC Opening Gala of Clambake. Tickets 
must be purchased separately for this screening. There are only 15 Festival Passes available so 
please buy your pass in advance to avoid disappointment. Passes are $120 (+ applicable fees 
should you purchase online rather than in person at the Reelout Lending Library). Pass 
Holders must be aware that their pass does not guarantee them a seat at each screening, they 
must check in to the Box Office within 20 minutes of showtime to pick up their tickets. You 
may pick up all same-day tickets from the Box Office on days with multiple screenings. 

General Admission Tickets are $12 or $10 for seniors/students with valid ID with the 
exception of the RBC Opening Gala (Clambake) which is $15. 

The Grad Club 162 Barrie St. 
Tir Nan Og Irish Pub 200 Ontario St. 
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Welcome Everyone to our the 18th annual Reelout Queer Film + Video Festival!
 Our programming committee has chosen 47 films from 13 countries, and in many 
cases these stories take place in rural, pastoral settings or small towns and villages, 
demonstrating that queer identities due in fact exist outside of major, urban cities.  
Over the next 12 days your cinematic sabbatical will take you to mountain villages 
in the snow-capped mountains of the French Pyrenees (Being 17) and the tropical  
hills of Paramin, Trinidad (Play The Devil);  the quaint coastal town of Provincetown 
(Clambake); a remote and pristine Argentinean beach (Bromance); the once thriving 
metropolis of Recife, Brazil now almost deserted in the year 2040 (The Cult); the fro-
zen majesty of the Arctic (Two Soft Things, Two Hard Things); lush, pastoral  Italian 
(Arianna) and German (Center of My World) country sides; and the American beauty 
of rural Oklahoma (Heartland) or an upstate New York apple orchard  (Fair Haven).  
Many of these stories will resonate with residents of south-eastern Ontario whose 
lives are far removed from trendy, gayborhoods and a variety of LGBTQ2 resources at 
their finger tips. Reelout prides itself as a big, queer film festival with a small town 
feel and we hope as a visitor we make you feel right at home.
 We also want to highlight a couple of exciting special themed evenings during 
the festival. On Sinister Saturday (January 27) there are 3 different screenings that 
tackle crime and punishment in a decidedly more comedic and trashy fashion. Is 
your ex-girlfriend’s new girlfriend a possible serial killer? Have you ever wondered 
what Barbie’s life would be like as a repressed lesbian? Then don’t miss our 4pm 
program WOMEN WHO KILL and B. At 7pm you’ll see the World Premiere of the  
animated short THE NIGHT CLEANER followed by the dramatic re-enactment of  
the crazy but true gay porn crime-story KING COBRA. At 9pm we turn down the 
lights for five spooky tales  of queer fear in THEY CAME FROM THE CLOSET.
 And don’t miss our Thirsty Thursday (Feb 2) where our programming is sure to  
melt the ice off your boots.  At 7pm  see the sexy and surprising short film LAST VES-
TIGES and the black and white drama DADDY’S BOY.  At 9pm prepare for the experi-
mental sexual odyssey of HEIMATXXX and the gorgeous PARIS )5:59: Theo and Hugo.
 Yes there’s plenty of film screenings and social activities to keep you occupied 
over the next twelve days so we sincerely hope you GET OUTDOORS and join the 
community where there is plenty of fun to be had!

—Matt Salton Executive Director reelout arts project

WELCOME LETTER



WEDNESDAY JANUARY 25 7pm The Screening Room 

BEING 17 
d.  Andre Techine  France/116 min/2016/French with English Subtitles 
Andre Téchiné (Wild Reeds, Strayed) directs this tender teenage love 
story set in the French Pyrenees about two high school boys whose 
initial rivalry gives way to surprisingly deep and passionate emotion.  
Biracial Thomas lives with his adoptive parents high in the snow- 
covered mountains, a place so isolated that just getting to school every 
day requires exhausting effort. It is at school that the loner Thomas 
meets—and instantly dislikes—the arrogant Damien , a tough kid with 
an inquisitive mind who likes to box. Brought together by Damien’s 
mother a doctor who senses that both boys might benefit from each 
other’s company, the two lads grow to share a profound connection that 
is both moving and unsentimental.

Winner! International Grand Jury Prize for Best Picture, Outfest 2016

community sponsor: 
Centre Cultural Frontenac
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THURSDAY JANUARY 26 7pm Renaissance Event Venue
RBC Opening Gala Screening & Party 

CLAMBAKE
d. Andrea Meyerson  USA/95min/2015 
CLAMBAKE, an exciting new documentary from award-winning filmmaker 
Andrea Meyerson, charts the growth of Women’s Week in Provincetown, 
from its inception to becoming the thriving lesbian mecca it is today. The 
film takes viewers on a fascinating 30-year journey, through archival footage 
and archives, interviews with celebrities and founders, and current events 
and performances, offering a historical—and hysterical—look at what a 
handful of innovative women can accomplish. 

Director Andrea Meyerson in attendance

community sponsor: 
RBC Royal Bank of Canada
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FRIDAY JANUARY 27 7pm The Screening Room 

HEARTLAND
d. Maura Anderson  USA/98min/2016
Two very different women form an unexpected bond, but when their 
friendship sparks a reckless romance their worlds are turned upside-down. 
After the death of her girlfriend, Lauren retreats to her childhood home 
in Oklahoma. Also returning to the nest is Lauren’s brother Justin, bringing 
his polished, Californian girlfriend, Carrie, with him. When a crucial 
meeting sends Justin out of town, Lauren’s grief and Carrie’s career and 
commitment anxieties draw the two women together, challenging them to 
face their fears and rise from the ashes of their former lives.

preceded by: 

SWIM LOW by Amanda Ann-Min Wong  Canada/9:57/2016
Sixteen-year-old Alison is able to venture into the afterlife by holding her 
breath, and swimming low under the waters. She then transcends into a 
world where she can be with her late mother, but one can only hold their 
breath for so long searching for that which they never appreciated.

community sponsor: 
Kingston Rainbow Refugee Project
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FRIDAY JANUARY 27 9:15pm The Screening Room 

BROMANCE
d. Lucas Santa Ana Argentina/93min/2016
When four friends go on a camping trip in a remote part of Argentina, 
sexual tensions quickly bubble to the surface. Once in virtual seclusion by 
the beach, the boys stumble upon beautiful Juli who is camping nearby. 
Juli quickly recognizes that that the boys seem to have a closer relation-
ship than what she would consider ‘normal’. When what started as a 
simple getaway quickly becomes tinged with sex, romance, and conflict, 
everyone is forced to confront who they really are for the very first time.

preceded by: 

CARAVAN PARK by Jason Karman Canada/11:36/2015
When Steve, a young adult living in a trailer park, sees who stole his girl-
friend, he’s challenged to be more open to the world beyond his community.

TRI-CURIOUS by Matt Guerin Canada/7:37/2016
As a young gay male couple prepares for their first threesome together, 
half of the pair suffers an anxiety attack and wants to cancel. Trouble is, 
it’s twenty minutes until the “guest” is set to arrive at their apartment.

community sponsor: Queen’s Positive Space
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SINISTER SATURDAY JANUARY 28 4pm The Screening Room 

WOMEN WHO KILL
d. Ingrid Jungermann USA/93min/USA
Commitment phobic Morgan and her ex-girlfriend Jean are true crime  
podcasters obsessed with female serial killers in this dark comedy. They 
may still have feelings for each other, but co-dependence takes a back seat 
when Morgan meets the mysterious Simone. Blinded by infatuation, Mor-
gan ignores warnings from friends that her new love interest is practically 
a stranger. When Jean shows Morgan proof that Simone may not be who 
she says she is, Morgan accuses Jean of trying to ruin the best thing that’s 
ever happened to her. But as she and Simone move into commitment terri-
tory, Morgan starts to notice red flags. Morgan and Jean investigate Simone 
as if she were a subject of their podcast and they uncover disturbing clues 
leading them to suspect her not only of mystery, but of murder. 

preceded by: 

B by Kai Stanicke Germany/15:00/2015
Don’t be fooled by the sophisticated stop-motion doll animation that gives B. 
a childlike charm; the bloody story of repressed lesbian bombshell B. and her 
bisexual boyfriend K. is a perverse twist on Saturday morning Barbie-mation. 

community sponsor: Patchwork Gardens

SATURDAY JANUARY 28 2pm The Screening Room 

I STAND CORRECTED
d. Andrea Meyerson USA/84min/2012
Watch Jennifer Leitham perform and it’s instantly obvious the tall striking 
redhead is an original. This world-famous jazz bassist plays her instrument 
left handed and standing to play rather than sitting – her entire body seems 
to dance with the bass as her mane of long, fiery hair whips and bobs to the 
blistering pace set by her fingers. She is a special talent made all the more 
unique because Jennifer Leitham began her life and career when she was 
known as John Leitham. I STAND CORRECTED, a compelling documentary 
from filmmaker Andrea Meyerson, charts Leitham’s extraordinary rise to 
the top as a virtuoso of the upright bass and reveals how she risked it all 
when she publicly transitioned to her true self at the height of her career. 

preceded by: 

MEZZO by Nicole Opper USA/14:00/2015
Mezzo celebrates the life and artistic endeavors of Breanna Sinclaire, an 
African American opera singer and the first openly trans woman to study 
at a major conservatory.

community sponsor: Trans Family Kingston 
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SINISTER SATURDAY JANUARY 28 7pm The Screening Room 

KING COBRA
d. Justin Kelly USA/91min/2016
Writer/director Justin Kelly (I AM MICHAEL) brings us this salacious 
story based on true events. When a small-time porn producer discovers 
gay adult superstar Brent Corrigan (played by Disney Channel alum 
Garrett Clayton), two would-be competitors turn to violence as they fight 
over the future of his career. The all-star ensemble also includes James 
Franco, Christian Slater, Keegan Allen, Molly Ringwald and Alicia  
Silverstone. Producers Scott Levenson and Jordan Yale Levine present 
this powerful ripped-from-the-headlines drama exploring real-life  
greed and obsession.

preceded by: 

THE NIGHT CLEANER by Blair Fukumura Canada/5min/2016
As the night cleaner in Canada’s busiest gay bathhouse, Travis has his 
work cut out for him. With good humour he shyly takes us on an amusing 
and sometimes harrowing tour through his nightly duties. His hopes for 
the future? To one day work the front desk in a fancy hotel.

community sponsor: HARS 
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SAUNA THE DEAD by Tom Frederic  UK/20:34/2015
Jacob is a jaded narcissist who stalks the bathhouse halls looking for 
his next hookup. When he finds himself in the midst of a zombie out-
break, his survival may depend on the one thing he didn’t come there 
for: a human connection.

KILLER FRIENDS by Zach Noe Towers USA/10:40/2015
Four friends go on a camping trip but one won’t be coming back alive.

I REALLY LIKE YOU by Jason Karman Canada/12:57/2014
Michael runs a diner frequented by people looking for casual sex. Loveless, 
he swoons over the most recent visitor, Brandt. When Brandt reveals that 
he’s not interested in love, Michael does not take well to being rejected

PYOTR495 by Blake Mawson Canada/15:06/2016/Russian with English Subtitles
Set one evening in present day Moscow, 16 year-old Pyotr ventures into 
the night for an online hookup who isn’t who he says he is. But then 
again, neither is Pyotr. 

TONIGHT IT’S YOU by Dominic Haxton USA/17:32/2015
Browsing profiles on his phone, handsome CJ arranges a late-night 
hookup with misfit Hunter, only to discover more going on in Hunter’s 
backwoods farmhouse than he bargained for.

followed by: 

SOUL SHAKEDOWN SATURDAY 28 January 9pm-2pm 19+ The Grad Club
Shake your booties to the eclectic infusion of everything from world 
music, disco, funk, dancehall, Ska, Hip-Hop and more.  These popular 
monthly dances are a hit with town and gown alike and feature an 
assortment of Kingston’s finest DJs. 

community sponsor: Soul Shakedown

SINISTER SATURDAY JANUARY 28 9pm The Screening Room 

THEY CAME FROM THE CLOSET:  
Queer Horror Shorts
Five fiendish films explore the spooky side of gay relationships.  
Zombies, Grindr hook-ups gone wrong, and other nasties are creeping 
out of the closet tonight.
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SUNDAY JANUARY 29 2pm The Screening Room 

TWO SOFT THINGS, TWO HARD THINGS
d. Mark Kenneth Woods & Michael Yerxa Canada/712016
As a small group in Nunavut, Canada prepare for a seminal LGBT Pride 
celebration in the Arctic, this fascinating documentary explores how 
colonization and religion have shamed and erased traditional Inuit 
beliefs about sexuality and family structure and how, 60 years later, a 
new generation of Inuit are actively “unshaming” their past.

community sponsor: 
Four Directions Aboriginal Student Centre, 
Kingston Canadian Film Festival

SUNDAY JANUARY 29 12pm The Screening Room 

TAKE ME FOR A RIDE
d. Micaela Rueda Ecuador/70Min/2016
Sara has attempted to fit in with her classmates, but by the beginning of 
her senior year, she can’t be bothered to hang with the other teens at school 
or try to rekindle a dissatisfying relationship with the boy next door. She 
is content to live her life apart, spending contemplative solo afternoons in 
the soft Quito sunlight. That solitude ends when new girl Andrea transfers 
to the high school and finds her way into Sara’s alcove to share a smoke. 
The girls quickly become inseparable, discovering a mutual love of live 
music and tentatively sharing feelings of alienation, of “being weird” in a 
restrictive culture that doesn’t welcome much difference. Will they have 
the courage to follow their hearts, to embrace and proclaim their love? 

preceded by: 

SCENES FROM ANOTHER MARRIAGE by Erik Anderson Canada/9:56/2015
Alex and Chris are a couple who take it upon themselves to remake Ingmar 
Bergman’s Scenes From A Marriage for the LGBT world. While the pressures 
of co-directing sometimes fuel tensions between them, they grow even more 
concerned about some irregularities that seem to befall the set.

community sponsor: Get REAL Queen’s University
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SUNDAY JANUARY 29 4pm The Screening Room 

SUICIDE KALE
d. Carly Usdin USA/78min/2015
Jasmine and Penny, a new couple of one month, are invited to a lunch 
party by hosts Jordan and Billie, a married couple of five years, who are 
living the lesbian dream together. They have a beautiful home, a fabulous 
partnership, and Rosie, a darling Pit Bull pup that they co-parent with 
another couple. While the hosts tend to the grill, Jasmine and Penny escape 
for a quickie—because it’s August 2nd, and they haven’t had sex all month. 
While rolling around in their pals’ bedroom, they stumble upon what  
appears to be an anonymous suicide note, which leads them to believe that 
maybe Jordan and Billie’s partnership isn’t as effortless as it seems. This 
(mostly improvised) dark comedy takes on important topics, from frequency 
of masturbation to whether or not it’s a good idea to decorate your home 
with items that once belonged to a neighbor who died in a hot tub. 

preceded by: 

POLAR EXPRESS by Karen Asmundson & Gwen Trutnau Canada/4:52/2014
The Carnival is back in town and Jim is hell-bent for leather to ride the 
Polar Express and worship his ultimate fantasy: the airbrushed mural of 
the fur-clad polar goddess. A gender-bending heavy metal mid-way ride of 
ridiculous fun.

TUESDAY JANUARY 31 7pm St. Lawrence College, Davies Hall

SLASH
d. Clay Liford USA/100min/2016
Neil is an introverted, questioning high school freshman. His main social 
outlet is the steamy fan fiction he writes about Vanguard, the brawny, 
galaxy-hopping hero of a popular sci-fi franchise. When his stories are 
exposed in class Neil is mortified, but the slightly older, effortlessly cool 
Julia comes to his defense. Julia pushes Neil to publish his stories to an 
online “adult” forum, where they grab the attention of the site mod-
erator, Denis. When Neil is invited to present his work at a comic con 
live-read event, he has to face the fact that Denis’ interest in him may be 
more than simply professional… perhaps like his own feelings for Julia.

preceded by: 

LILY by Graham Cantwell Ireland/21:27
Lily, a girl with a secret on the cusp of becoming a young woman, is 
faced with the greatest challenge of her young life.

BOY TOYS by Trevor Kristjanson Canada/6:21/2016
Two beautiful but vain men must survive and escape their cheerful hell 
as their ever-present overlord torments them.

community sponsor: FUSE, SayitOutLOUD, SPARKS, MIND
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WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 1 7pm The Screening Room 

UPSTAIRS INFERNO
d. Robert L. Camina USA/96min/2015
Narrated by Christopher Rice, this documentary is an investigative and 
compassionate look at the 1973 deadly arson of a New Orleans gay bar called 
‘The Upstairs Lounge’: an event which held the title of “Largest gay mass 
murder in U.S history” for 43 years. Upstairs Inferno isn’t simply an expo-
sition of the facts. This doc brings humanity into the headlines by shining 
a light on the very painful effect the tragedy had on survivors, witnesses 
and loved ones. Their interviews are gut-wrenching and insightful. Some 
of the people interviewed hadn’t publicly discussed the fire until now. The 
filmmakers hope that audiences walk away from the film with a renewed 
call for compassion for members of an oppressed society. 

community sponsor: EQuIP (Education on Queer Issues Project)
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WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 1 9pm The Screening Room 

A LITTLE LUST
d. Veronica Pivetti Italy/92min/2016 
Sixteen-year-old Rocco’s two aims in life are to get laid and to see his 
favorite pop star in concert with his best friends, sassy and tomboyish 
Maria and nerdy and quiet Mauri. When a bullying incident at school 
forces Rocco to come out to his divorced middle-class parents, their 
liberal leanings are severely tested. Luckily his two friends stand by 
him and join him in running away from home (in his parents stolen 
car) to see their favorite singer in concert, followed hot on their heels 
by his neurotic mother and eccentric gran to hilarious effect. A vibrant, 
funny coming out tale, ‘A Little Lust’ is both immersive and totally 
life-affirming.

preceded by: 

JOSH by Miles McCraw Canada/12:58/2015
After learning about the LGBT community, Joshua decides to leave home on 
his Rumspringa. He arrives in the city and sets out to find Austin, the boy 
that told him about the community.

THIRSTY THURSDAY FEBRUARY 2 7pm The Screening Room

DADDY’S BOY
d. Daniel Armando USA/78min/2015
Four young men find their lives intertwined in the strange world of 
low-budget porn and male burlesque photo shoots in New York City. Max 
is a suave, handsome Italian living in Canada struggles to put his feelings 
toward his distant father into a letter. Elsewhere in the city, Max meets 
and exchanges phone numbers with Fabian, a Puerto Rican from Queens 
with latent homosexual tendencies, who is grappling with the challenges of 
becoming a father for the first time and hearing an unexpected revelation 
from his own dad. Manuel, a quiet but confident midnight cowboy from  
Arizona, makes his way to New York to shoot a porn scene with Max. While 
in town, he reaches out to his estranged older brother Jorge, a somber  
dancer in a loveless relationship with an overly critical photographer. 

preceded by: 

LAST VESTIGES by Seth Poulin Canada/7:43/2016
During a night of harsh rejections, Eddy notices an elderly man staring at 
him from across the club. Desperate, Eddy offers the man a dance. But once 
the two are alone in a private booth, things take an unexpected turn.

community sponsor: HARS
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FRIDAY FEBRUARY 3 7pm The Screening Room

GIRL GETS GIRL
d. Sonia Sebastian Spain/88:00/2015
Inés has lived the American dream in Miami for nine years. When she’s 
caught cheating on her girlfriend, her world tumbles down. For the first 
time in years Inés asks herself what she wants in life. It’s time to get back 
home to Madrid even if it means she will have to face the huge mess she 
left behind. What Inés really wants is to finally succeed in seducing Lola, 
the hot straight best friend of Verónica Psyco, the woman Inés left nine 
years ago… pregnant and on their wedding day! Inés arrives in the middle 
of a party at Lola and Verónica’s shared home. There she meets Candela, 
Verónica’s daughter (and almost hers). Will she runaway again or is it 
finally time to settle down? 

preceded by: 

THE MATHEMATICS OF A LESBIAN KISS by Sabine Lebel & Alison Taylor Canada/4:09/2015
Two women contemplate the similarities between a lesbian bar in San Jose, 
Costa Rica, and the dyke bar scene in Toronto, Canada, from decades earlier. 
Shot entirely on iPhones 5S and 5C.

community sponsor: Queen’s Pride Project

THIRSTY THURSDAY FEBRUARY 2 9pm The Screening Room 

PARIS 05:59: THEO & HUGO 
d. Jacques Martineau, Olivier Ducastel France/97min/2016/French with English subtitles
Explicit sex has rarely been used to explore the contours of a new rela-
tionship as effectively as in Olivier Ducastel and Jacques Martineau’s new 
film—an exquisite return for the pair after Born in ’68 and Côte d’Azur. 
In the wee hours of the night at a Paris sex club called Impact, Theo spots 
the handsome Hugo. After some intense glances—and even more intense 
sex—they leave together. Riding their bikes, the two young men begin a 
conversation that will take them through the evening and traverse an ex-
traordinary range of personal and psychological territory. Shifting from 
a lengthy X-rated sequence to the dialogue-driven territory of Richard 
Linklater’s Before trilogy or Andrew Haigh’s Weekend requires a careful 
balancing act indeed, but it’s what makes Paris 05:59 so remarkable.

preceded by: 

HEIMAT XXX by Sebastian Dominic Auer Germany/11:46/2016
Set against pastoral mountains and musty oak forests, two sweaty men lose 
their inhibitions in this gay, mystical, and erotic award-winning short film.

community sponsor: HARS
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SATURDAY FEBRUARY 4 2pm The Screening Room

CHECK IT
d. Dana Flor & Toby Oppenheimer USA/90min/2016
Desperate to survive in a city where being true to who you are can get you 
killed, a group of black gay and trans teens form a gang in Washington, D.C., 
to protect one another. Check It, the first documented gang of its kind, is 
dedicated to keeping black gay and trans youth safe when no one else will. 
After starting off with just a few people in 2009, the group has grown so 
large that no one can keep an accurate count of its members. In a country 
where black bodies are seen as criminal from birth, Check It functions as a 
radical act of resistance. This intimate portrayal follows Check It members, 
using what few resources they have, as they navigate the world—including 
Tray, a gay teen determined to make sure that other young people don’t 
have to go through the same hardships he did; Alton, a trans woman who 
has been taking care of herself and her friends since she fled her home at 
the age of 14; and Skittles, a talented amateur boxer who refuses to sacrifice 
his femme aesthetic when he steps into the ring. This crew of teens does 
their best to defend one another from state, police, and interpersonal vio-
lence, determined to be seen as the brilliant beings they are.

community sponsor: OPIRG Kingston

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 3 9pm The Screening Room 

THE CULT
d. Andre Antonio Brazil/70min/2015/Portuguese with English Subtitles
In the lugubrious future (a breezy 2040), Earth is abandoned for inter-
planetary colonization and only the disaffected remain. Too bored to 
travel and immunized from the need to sleep, they lounge languidly in 
ornate interiors, whiling away the hours with hookups. This confident 
first feature brims with vibrant ambiance and lush cinematography, 
taking its time to reveal the namesake cult and its rituals, which run just 
this side of Kenneth Anger. It’s Kubrick by way of Coppola (Sofia, that is) 
with a dash of Ozon to keep things queer.

preceded by: 

FAMOUS DIAMONDS by Daniel McIntyre Canada/7:01/2016
A kaleidoscopic diary trapped inside a volcano, Famous Diamonds studies 
lies, love, and desire through the eyes of an exploding icon.

community sponsor: Modern Fuel Artist Run Centre
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SATURDAY FEBRUARY 4 4pm The Screening Room 

ARIANNA 
d. Carlo Lavagna Italy/84min/2015/Italian with English Subtitles
Arianna was born three times: once as a boy; three years later as a girl; and 
finally, fully, during a sultry lakeside summer, when she discovers that she is 
neither, or both—intersessuale. When she arrives with her parents at their 
country retreat near Lake Bolsena, it has been 16 years since her last visit 
there, and Ari is struck by memories of her old bedroom, her three-year-old 
best friend, and something else, mysterious and indescribable. To make mat-
ters more confusing, her teenage cousin Celeste has suddenly blossomed and 
is busy exploring her sexuality while Arianna fumbles with her own. 

preceded by: 

DAWN by Jake Graf UK/13:00/2016
As dawn creeps across London, two lost outcasts meet in the darkness, 
more afraid of themselves than each other. As the sun begins to rise, and 
the veil of night is lifted, the pair are forced to look at themselves and 
face the harsh reality that life is sometimes what you make it, and that 
in the cold light of day, it takes more than the eyes to see inside a soul.

community sponsor:  
Queen’s University Department of Gender Studies

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 4 7pm The Screening Room

CENTER OF MY WORLD 
d. Jakob M. Erwa Germany/Austria/115min/2016
Gorgeously adapted from the best-selling YA novel by Andreas Steinhofel, 
Center of My World tells the story of 17 year old Phil and the drama he faces 
once returning from summer camp. Phil lives in a whimsical mansion in 
the woods with his eccentric mother Glass and his twin sister, Dianne, 
with little contact with the nearby village. The villagers find the family 
enigmatic and strange and there are whispers that Glass may be some sort 
of sorceress.  A mysterious and beautiful new student, Nicholas, stirs new 
feelings in Phil that leads to a passionate love affair, despite the jealousy it 
causes from Phil’s best friend Kat. Phil must learn to navigate his destiny 
and become the center of his own world.

preceded by: 

SATURN DEVOURS by Johnnie Walker Canada/14:00/2016
A young man experiences a string of bad luck at the same time a man  
resembling the Ancient Roman god Saturn starts following him around. 

community sponsor:  
EngiQueers of Queen’s University and Beers for Queers
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SUNDAY FEBRUARY 5 12pm The Screening Room 

THE REVIVAL: WOMEN AND THE WORD
d.Sekiya Dorsett USA/82min/2016
Among a congregation of queer women of color artists, the Holy Trini-
ty—“the poet, the people, and the poem”—is the heart of a tour centering 
on the power, inspiration, and real-talk of a group of five poets who hit 
the road to perform in seven states in nine days. Featuring Jade Foster, Be 
Steadwell, Jonquille Rice, T’ai Freedom Ford, and Eli Turner, the journey 
to grow community ultimately challenges and impacts their own relation-
ships to the people and art in their lives. Touching on the history of Black 
women creating space for art and resistance in 1970s Harlem, to gender 
presentation and fashion, to confronting racism and police violence, 
filmmaker Sekiya Dorsett captures a story of queer women of color rarely 
told. Through stunning performances and conversations that surface in 
a cramped tour minivan, this documentary provides an intimate look at 
a range of experiences and identities—enriched with interviews from 
leading Black feminist thinkers, elders, and historians, including Dr. Alexis 
Pauline Gumbs, Nikki Finney, Alexis Deveaux, and CC Carter. 

preceded by: A Spoken Word Performance by Yve Patrimoine

community sponsor: Kingston Poetry Collective

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 5 2pm The Screening Room

PLAY THE DEVIL 
d. Maria Govan Trinidad & Tobago/The Bahamas/USA/89min/2016
Gregory, a gifted working-class teenager from Paramin, stars in a theatre 
play that brings him to the attention of James, an affluent businessman.  
The two men strike an uncanny friendship as James takes Greg under 
his wing, pushing him to discover himself professionally, creatively, and 
intimately.  Confused, Greg must at once deal with the return of his drug 
addicted father, and navigate through the early days of adulthood. As 
Carnival Monday approaches and the locals prepare for the annual male 
initiation parade, Greg must confront James- an act which will culmi-
nate in life changing events for him. 

Winner! Jury Award for Best Feature Film - qFLIX Philadelphia 2016

preceded by: 

BLACK MEN AND ME by Michele Pearson Clarke Canada/5:57/2006
A woman explores her position as a Trinidadian dyke and her complex 
relationship with black men. Shot in a barbershop, a traditional gathering 
place for black men, she has her head shaved while she reflects on her 
black masculinity.
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CLOSING GALA SUNDAY FEBRUARY 5 4pm The Screening Room

FAIR HAVEN 
d. Kerstin Karlhuber USA/90min/2016
A young man returns to his family farm, after a long stay in ex-gay conver-
sion therapy, and is torn between the expectations of his emotionally distant 
father, and the memories of a past, loving relationship he has tried to bury. 
Executive Producer/Writer Jack Bryant and Producer Tom Malloy in Attendance

preceded by: 

GENDERIZE by Chase Joynt Canada/14:00/2016 
What do kids know about gender? Probably more than you think. In 2012, 
director Chase Joynt sat down with Benton (12), Madeleine (10) and Dexter 
(6) to talk about gender, puberty, school, and parents. In 2016, he revisited 
the kids to follow up with similar questions, but not before the kids flipped 
the camera on the adults to ask questions of their own. 

followed by: 

REELOUT CLOSING GALA Sunday 5 February 6:30pm 19+  
Tir Nan Og Irish Pub | Free Admission
Join us after the film FAIR HAVEN for appetizers and drinks at the Tir Nan Og

community sponsor: Tir Nan Og

200 ONTARIO STREET, KINGSTON • (613) 544-7474
/KINGSTON.TIRNANOG
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We believe the best way to 
support a community is to 
become a part of it.

That’s why we’re actively engaged in community initiatives like 
the REELOUT Arts Project Inc. that make a real difference in the 
lives of Canadians and their communities – helping to bring 
their Someday™ a little closer.
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